











































ALLOWED AND DOUBLY FORBIDDEN



















s decays. This leads to several intriguing and even quantitatively signicant






























































s). (ii) A change in the relative phase between the isospin 3/2 and 1/2 amplitudes

















(iii) If New Physics intervenes to provide the required weak phase, then CP asymmetries
















































, etc.; an asymmetry of the same
size, but opposite in sign occurs when the K
S
is replaced by a K
L
in the nal state.
The weak decays of charm hadrons possess three layers, namely Cabibbo allowed,
once and twice forbidden transitions. The rst two layers have clearly been observed
in D decays, while the third one is now emerging in the data.
In this note we want to point out that the existence of doubly Cabibbo suppressed
D (DCSD) channels has a subtle, yet signicant impact on Cabibbo allowed D
(CAD) decays producing neutral kaons. The main results are:








s) (irrespective of CP violation in K ! 










s); the dierence allows to





 Ignoring DCSD leads to a systematic error of O(10%) in the extraction of the nal
state phaseshifts in the D! K etc. channels.





decays would exhibit a direct CP asymmetry that (i) cancels against the correspond-










s modes, (ii) establishes the exis-
tence of physics beyond the KM ansatz for CP violation and (iii) can be interpreted
in terms of the microscopic parameters of the New Physics.










1.1 D ! K
S;L





























































































































































































































Very roughly one expects j^j  O(1); assuming factorization (thus eo ipso neglecting





) '  1:2 (6)



















; the transition amplitude for the latter
can thus be extracted once D ! K
L
 has been observed. Numerically one expects






with such a degree

































































1.2 D ! K
An analogous analysis can be performed for D! K decays. Yet these three-body
nal states exhibit considerably more complexity generating additional intriguing
features: they are fed by several channels, namely via K

, K and (K)
non res
intermediate states; furthermore the shape of the Dalitz plot distributions get sub-
stantially distorted by the interference between CAD and DCSD modes involving
neutral kaons { an eect that has to be incorporated into a detailed analysis of the






































. The rst decay constitutes a pure
CAD mode and the last two pure DCSD channels; the second one represents the





















































































































































); yet the presence of







)   5. Adding the K
S
mode to the corresponding K
L
mode, one

































in the nal state represent an experimental challenge; they may,






























)]. The result of such a procedure might not be
















are quite dierent from each other; in any case it can then be compared with the













































An analogous procedure is applied to D
0















































































to which CAD and DCSD contribute coherently.






)], which can also












There emerges a new feature that can help considerably here: a detailed analysis















without reference to any other nal state. One best studies the



































2 Final State Interactions in D! K + 
0
s Decays





 opens up the possibility for a CP asymmetry to emerge in these
3
channels. Such an asymmetry depends on the strong phase shifts in these nal
states. Those cannot be predicted with the presently available theoretical tools {
yet they can be measured.






changes the isospin decom-
position of the observed D ! K
S







longer described by a pure I = 3=2 amplitude, but contains also I = 1=2 contribu-









































, respectively. The usual isospin decomposition is







An analogous analysis is applied to D! K modes. To extract the phase shifts

























For the D ! K

 transitions one has additional handles that considerably facil-




































one does not have to use nal states involving K
L
mesons. This has been discussed
above in subsections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2.





For a direct CP asymmetry to become observable in a partial decay rate, two
amplitudes with a nontrivial weak as well as nontrivial strong phase dierence {

weak
6= 0 6= 
strong
{ have to contribute coherently [2]:






















































































. Thus one of the two conditions for the emer-
gence of a direct CP asymmetry is satised for these channels, for we know that the
strong phase shifts are large, at least for the K and K

 nal states. The question
remaining open is then the size of 
weak
.











s decays, since it










) only [3, 4, 5,
6]. Yet New Physics could intervene { in particular through the DCSD transitions {
to generate a much more sizeable weak phase between these two amplitudes allowing
for a direct CP asymmetry to reach the per cent level!
Such asymmetries would have four important features:
4
 As discussed in the preceding section, the strong phase shifts relevant for the
observable size of the asymmetry can be determined experimentally independant











































































actions (i) and (ii) [(iii) and (iv)] are pure CAD [DCSD] and therefore have to
have equal rates. Reactions (v) and (vi), on the other hand, contain interference
between CAD and DCSD and thus can exhibit a dierence. Therefore there are


































) { that allow to extract separately the four unknowns,















 New Physics sources for CP violation can quite conceivably and naturally lead
to CP asymmetries that are larger by two orders of magnitude! For example,
New Physics could generate an imaginary part in the DCSD amplitude of relative







































) that is equal in size and opposite in sign!
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